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Delphi Alliance is book five in the Best-Selling SciFi adventure series Delphi in Space.. The
series follows the McCormacks and their friends as they drag Earth from a backwater world in
the galaxy to the forefront of interstellar civilizations. They leverage the technology from the
Sakira to build MacKenzie Discoveries into a world-leading technology company and eventually
into an interstellar juggernaut.The McCormacks have their floating city growing in the South
Pacific, and their space station well underway. As they continue their quest to unite Earth and
bring her into the modern age of space travel and repair her environment before it’s too late, they
have to fight with the major powers that aren’t too sure they want to change the status quo.Now
they have discovered an incoming asteroid the size of Ceres. What will it take to unite Earth to
deal with this threat to its very existence? And what other threats may be lurking there? Now it’s
time to step up, for Delphi and all the nations of Earth.
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Worry?“What’s the update on the asteroid?” Marc McCormack asked at the premeeting with his
inner circle.His brother Blake, his partner in MacKenzie Discoveries, who had been with him
when he found the dormant alien starship off the coast of Hawaii; his daughter Catie, who came
to visit and discovered their discovery; Samantha Newman, the company lawyer and Delphi’s
Minister of Foreign Affairs; and Liz Farmer, a former Marine helicopter pilot and one of their
security specialists, as well as Catie’s close friend, rounded out those present.“NASA says it will
intersect the Earth’s orbit in 3.5 years,” Catie said.“That seems like plenty of time to deal with it,”
Marc said.“We are seeing some panic; the doomsayers are out in force,” Samantha said. “Do
you think we should tell the governments that we can take care of it?”“I don’t want to expose the
fact that we found the Sakira,” Marc said. “We’re still maintaining the fiction that we’ve developed
all this technology on our own. It’s a stretch, but the truth is too far a jump for the
establishment.”“We can monitor the situation for now,” Blake said. “If it gets out of hand, we can
decide if we should step in.”“ADI says there is only a five percent chance that it hits Earth,” Catie
said, “and only an eight percent chance that it disturbs Earth’s orbit.” ADI, Advanced Digital
Intelligence, served as Sakira’s shipboard computer.“Good, then we can wait,” Marc
said.“Masina, would you show the others in,” Marc asked his admin over the comm.Masina
showed the other members of the board into the boardroom. Then she collected the dishes
from the breakfast eaten by the inner circle, their excuse for meeting early, so it wouldn’t be too
obvious they weren’t sharing everything with the rest of the board.“Good morning, everyone,”
Marc said as they entered the boardroom. It had been four days since the Russians had tried to
take over Delphi City. “Kal, can you tell us what we’ve learned so far?”“As I explained last week,



the Russians were fishing off the edge of the city, bringing up yellowfin tuna. Their Russian
friends on the fishing boat had caught the tuna earlier. They had gutted them and then inserted
the weapons and grenades and sewed them back up. A diver then swam the twelve miles to the
city underwater, pulling the fish behind him. He attached them to the hooks and let the Russians
sitting on the edge pull them in,” reported Kal Kealoha, head of security for Delphi Nation.“Why
didn’t we pick that up?” Marc asked.“It just looked like a school of fish to the sonar, so the
system didn’t flag it. We have modified the software so that whenever a school of fish enters the
area, it alerts security. We’ve also raised the sensitivity for metal detection. I’d like to get some
underwater drones that we can send out to verify the school is truly fish,” Kal said.“Okay, talk with
Catie, I’m sure she’ll love the challenge,” Marc said, giving his daughter a smile.“Why didn’t they
bring the arms in earlier?” Admiral Michaels asked. The admiral had immigrated to Delphi after
he ran afoul of the U.S. President and whoever was pushing the president to eliminate Delphi as
a source of technology that would shift the balance of power away from energy companies.“We
probably would have detected the TNT and the gunpowder on our sensors,” Kal replied. “We
monitor all the recirculated air in the buildings, and they must have assumed we would detect
any attempt to hide them outside.”“So, what else are you changing?” Blake asked.“First, we’re
putting active scanners on the edge of the city. They’ll check anything that comes over the side.
Second, we’re running various scenarios on how to defeat our measures. I’m building a Zulu
team to play the bad guys. It will be a permanent team. Their full-time job will be to defeat our
security systems,” Kal said.“Require them to attempt one infiltration per month,” Blake said.
“Embarrass them when they fail. That’ll motivate them to work harder.”“That’s the plan,” Kal said.
“I’d like to add a couple of engineers to the team. They would only have to work with the team
part-time.”“That’s smart,” Blake said. “Fred, do we have any engineers in the squadron?”“Sure,
I’ll check around and get back to Kal,” Fred said. Fred was one of their pilots, and coordinated
most of the production activity for MacKenzie Discoveries.“Thanks,” Kal said.“Admiral, I assume
the fusion announcement had something to do with this,” Marc said. Seven weeks before the
Russian op occurred, Marc had announced that his company had created a sustainable fusion
reaction. Of course, already having one from the alien spaceship he’d discovered eighteen
months ago had helped them perfect it long before Earth’s scientists could.“I’m sure it affected
the timing,” Admiral Michaels said. “But their agents in Delphi City were in place over a week
before the announcement. And that means the planning was done months ago. But I’m sure it is
the same root cause, the threat to the value of their petroleum reserves. The batteries and fuel
cells are already impacting the price of oil; announcing a working fusion reactor would have
raised the urgency of their plan.”“What’s the story on the diver?” Marc asked.“Still not talking;
we’ve put him in the jail we threw together on the airport. He and the Russians from the ship are
enjoying each other’s company,” Kal said.“What about the surviving commandos?” Blake
asked.“Dr. Metra informed me that she’s bringing the woman out of the medical coma today,” Kal
said. “She had some pretty serious injuries. The guy had too much brain damage and didn’t
make it.”“Yeah, being next to a grenade when it goes off will do that to you,” Blake said.“Anything



else?” Marc asked.◆ ◆ ◆“How is our prisoner?” Marc asked.“Cer McCormack, she is stable,” Dr.
Metra said. Marc was taken aback by her use of his last name, instead of the more familiar Cer
Marc that everyone used. Clearly, she was distraught that he had not allowed her to replace the
prisoner’s lost leg. Marc was not very sympathetic since the prisoner had lost the leg when the
Russian infiltration team she was part of had thrown a grenade at the security detail and a group
of teenagers. The fact that the one throwing the grenade had been shot, letting the second
grenade fall at her feet was all that had saved the teenagers from being killed.“Can we talk to
her?” Kal asked.“Of course,” Dr. Metra said.“She’s really pissed,” Kal said as Dr. Metra left
without another word.“She’ll get over it,” Marc said. “I’m not ready to waste printer time on some
Russian mercenary.”They entered the patient’s room as the door unlocked automatically,
recognizing Kal’s comm signal. The patient, a woman, was sitting up in the bed with her eyes
closed. Her face was haggard, her skin still showed the burns that Dr. Metra was treating. The
doctor was regrowing the skin from the bottom layer upward using nanites to replace the tissue.
It took longer than grafting new skin on, but the result was better; the patient wouldn’t have any
scarring, and there would be no risk of rejection.“The doctor says you’re recovering well,” Marc
said.“Blin, why don’t you just shoot me,” the woman said.“We don’t shoot prisoners,” Marc said,
“even after they commit acts of terror.”“Ach, that was that idiot, Svetlana,” the woman said. “Her
and her grenades, how stupid. It only causes more problems. What happened to the
teenagers?”“They are okay,” Kal said. “One of my people caught the grenade in his helmet and
fell on it.”“I’m sorry,” she said.“What’s your name?” Kal asked.“Marta.”“So, Marta, who sent you,
the FSB, the SVR?”“I don’t know, I just follow orders,” Marta said.“What service do you work for?”
Kal asked.“I am what you call mercenary,” Marta said. “I was in army for ten years, but pay is not
so good. So I join mercenary team.”“The same mercenaries that were in Crimea?” Marc asked.“I
was in Crimea,” Marta said. “Pay was good. Easy work.”“The same job as here?”“Yes, same job,
but not so easy,” Marta said. “And now, no pay and no leg. Please just shoot me. I have nothing
to go back to.”“You have family, don’t you?” Kal asked.“What family? I grow up in orphanage, join
army, join mercenaries, nobody cares what happens to Marta,” she said. “What happen to
fishing boat? You sink it?”“No, we disabled their engines and power. It took them two days to
surrender,” Kal said.“Demitri must be furious,” Marta said. “He is not used to failure. If you send
me to him, he will kill me. Then you no have blood on your hands.”“He would kill you? Even
when you’re in a wheelchair?” Marc asked.“Sure, he is prisoner because my team fail. He not
like being prisoner. What will you do with his men?” Marta asked.“We don’t know what to do with
them,” Kal said. “What will happen if we send them back to Russia?”“Who knows? They might
put them on trial for crimes, hang them,” Marta said. “Or maybe make them heroes for trying to
save Russians from mob.”◆ ◆ ◆“What should we do with her?” Marc asked Kal after they left the
prisoner’s room.“I don’t know,” Kal said. “I’m sure she’s telling the truth about Demitri killing her.
We could keep her here; I don’t think she has any special allegiance to Russia.”“Tell Dr. Metra to
go ahead and fix her up; we can discuss that later,” Marc said.◆ ◆ ◆“See, I said we should just
take that city,” the president said. “It would have been a disaster if the Russians had



succeeded.”“Mr. President, if you were to order the taking of Delphi City without provocation, you
would lose the election, and Congress would likely impeach you,” Walter Meadows, his chief of
staff, said.“They wouldn’t dare,” the president yelled.“Your popularity is hovering at twenty
percent, and even among your base, you’re only polling at fifty percent,” Meadows said. “We
have yet to recover from the Admiral Morris debacle.”“Sir, right now, Delphi Nation has broad
support in the UN. We cannot afford to antagonize our allies,” Secretary of State Janet Palmero
said. “We need to bring Delphi to our side, or we’ll be allowing the Chinese to pull them into their
sphere.”“That’s right,” Bill Lassiter, the Director of the CIA, said. “Besides, even if we seized
Delphi City, we don’t have the resources to take their space station.”“Without the city and that
airport, we could starve them out,” the president said.“I think another nation would give them
landing rights,” Director Lassiter said, careful not to directly disagree with the president. “Then
we would really be at a disadvantage. Right now, we are still the most powerful country in the
world and have the largest economy. We can weather the shock from their introduction of
nuclear fusion power.”“Right now, we’re the most powerful country in the world, because we are
the only large economy that is energy independent. We can apply our resources to better uses
than importing energy,” the president said.“We’re only ninety percent independent,” Secretary of
Defense Barrows said. “If we could build a few of those fusion reactors, we could become a net
exporter.”“If we could!” the president said. “That idiot McCormack is bent on undermining our
power!”“I think he is focused on distributing economic wealth,” Director Lassiter said.“The
concentration of wealth is what makes us powerful,” the president snapped. “Do you really think
Americans want to live like Mexicans? No, they like living in the wealthiest nation in the world.”“I
agree,” Meadows said. “That means we have to find a way to benefit from the technology Delphi
is introducing. We need to find a way to get them to partner with us before someone else
does.”“Then you had better figure it out,” the president threatened. “Or we’ll have no choice but
to seize control.”“Yes, sir!”Chapter 2Back to Normal“Hey Squirt,” Blake said as he entered Marc’s
condo on Delphi City. “What are you doing?” He walked to the sideboard and poured himself a
couple of fingers of Marc’s scotch. He waved to Marc and Samantha, who were preparing
dinner in the kitchen.“Working on the cargo distribution for the Oryxes for the week,” Catie said.
She was lying on the floor, using it as a surface for the image that her HUD was displaying for
her. “And you need to quit calling me squirt.”Blake slid down onto the floor and leaned against
the sofa. He mussed Catie’s hair a bit as he settled in. “That sounds boring. Come on, you’re
really avoiding helping with dinner.”“That too,” Catie admitted, “but I’m really trying to figure this
out. We keep sending Oryxes up that are almost empty because we need them to take down
the polyglass we’re manufacturing up there.”“Typical problem,” Blake said. “Since we have the
material we need for the polyglass up there, our shipments are unbalanced.”“Yes, but it’s weight,
not volume, that’s the problem. Our loads going up are mostly manufactured goods. We don’t
need that much yet, and it’s bulky, so it doesn’t overload the Oryx. The polyglass is dense, so
we hit the weight limit long before we fill an Oryx up. We could balance the loads a lot better if
we could carry more weight on the way down.”“You can overload the Oryx a bit on the way down



by managing the fuel load. A full load of fuel is as much as the cargo capacity, and you don’t
need that much on the way down,” Blake suggested.“I already did that,” Catie said. “We still have
to send them down only thirty percent full. And the problem is going to get worse when we start
manufacturing the solar panels.”“You just have to find more stuff to bring up,” Blake said.“Then
we’re going to run out of Oryxes,” Catie said. “We could build more, but it doesn’t sound like a
good solution.”“That does seem to be a waste of resources,” Blake said.“Could we make the
runway longer?”“It would help a little,” Blake said. “You could land at a higher speed, so you’d
have more loft for the weight, but nobody can execute a perfect glide every time. Sooner or later
your landing gear has to take the impact, and then all that extra weight will collapse it.”“Could we
beef up the landing gear?”“It would help some, but then you’d just move the problem to the
fuselage. It has to support the landing gear, so then you beef it up. Eventually, you’ve added so
much weight that you’re defeating yourself,” Blake explained. “The problem is, when you land
you have to absorb the impact where the landing gear attaches. You use support struts to help
distribute the load, but there is a limit.”“It would be nice if we could distribute the landing impact
over the entire bottom of the Oryx,” Catie said. “Then we would be able to carry a lot more
weight.”“It’s considered really bad form to land without extending your landing gear first,” Blake
said. “They generally call that a crash landing, even you would never land like that.”Catie
chewed on her lip for a bit, “But I have,” she said, her eyes danced with excitement.“You have
what?”“Landed without extending the landing gear.”“When . . . oh,” Blake said, his eyes going
wide in recognition.“Yeah, when I landed the Lynx on the water,” Catie said. “Couldn’t we do the
same with the Oryx?”“Maybe, but we wouldn’t want it to sink.”“But if it were on the water, it
wouldn’t take much speed over the wings to keep it floating,” Catie said. “Then we would just
have to fly it like a boat up some ramp.”Blake set his drink aside and linked into Catie’s comm so
they could look at the same image. He drew a line labeled water, then drew a ramp coming up
out of the water at a slight angle, then leveling off. “If we added a ramp like this to the airport, we
could drive your floating Oryx up it, and then use the last five hundred meters to bring it to a
stop. With two thousand meters, there’s plenty of room to let it slow down and sink to the
runway.”“Yes, then we could load it up to . . . , ADI, how much weight can we load on an Oryx if
we land on the water?” Catie asked.“Cer Catie, you could load the Oryx to three hundred
percent of takeoff weight,” ADI replied.“That makes almost a full load of polyglass,” Catie said.
“Then we’d be able to balance the shipments, and they could handle all the polyglass and solar
panels we can make. How long will it take to add the ramp?”“We can make the beams and
pontoons quickly,” Blake said. “It’s those damn plates that take so long. We won’t need to put a
subbasement on that part of the runway, so we only need half as many plates, but it’s still two
thousand meters of plates.”“Too bad you can’t extrude them,” Catie said, “then you could really
make them fast.”“Hmm,” Blake mused. “Why can’t I extrude them?”“You have all those holes to
make,” Catie said.“That’s not a problem,” Blake said. “You just put the plugs on a conveyor belt
and cycle them through. It’s just that you have to expand the space so much to get enough
plasma torches to speed things up, that you might as well just add two more lines.”“Oh, we’re



going to put the torches on a carousel when we do the solar panels. You only need a little extra
room that way. At two-tenths of a second settling time, you get the extrusion rate up to ten
millimeters per second. We do a fast return on the idle torches, so it only takes like five extra
ones to cover the whole width of the panel.”Blake spent a few moments thinking it through. “You
know, that will work. Hey, we solved both problems,” Blake said. “We should collaborate more.
I’ll start working on the airport tomorrow, and you have time to help with dinner.”“Shhh, I’ve got
other things I can do,” Catie said.“I heard that,” Marc called from the kitchen. “Get in here.”Catie
slugged Blake in the shoulder as she got up and headed to the kitchen.Chapter 3Station
Tour“Hello, Leslie,” Samantha said as she greeted the reporter. “I see you’ve come prepared for
a spacewalk.”“No way I would pass up the chance to walk in space,” Leslie said. “This is my
camerawoman, Becky Walsh.” Samantha and Becky shook hands.“Come this way,” Samantha
said, “and I’ll introduce you to everyone else.”“Just a second, Sister,” Leslie said. She pulled
Samantha into a hug. “How are you doing?” she asked. “Lots of excitement since you moved
down here.”“Yes, way more than when we were sorority sisters at Vassar,” Samantha said. “But
I’m getting used to it.” She led Leslie and Becky over to the hangar. “This is Catie, our pilot and
tour guide for today, and of course the Princess of the Realm.”“How do I greet you, Your
Highness?” Leslie asked.“A handshake will do,” Catie said. “And please, just Catie. This is my
copilot, Elizabeth Farmer.”“Call me Liz,” Liz said as she shook hands with Leslie.“And Natalia
Ortiz is our security for the day,” Samantha said, pointing to Natalia.“She also runs the
environmental systems on the station,” Catie said.“Do a lot of people do double duty around
here?” Leslie asked as she shook Natalia’s hand.“Call me Nattie,” Natalia said. “Nowadays, I
only do the good gigs as security. But most people in Delphi wear multiple hats.”“Well, our ride
awaits,” Samantha said. She led them to the Lynx that was sitting just outside the hangar.“Do we
have to go to the big airport?” Leslie asked.“No, this will take us all the way,” Catie said.“Isn’t this
one of your private jets?” Leslie asked.“Yes, but this one is equipped with space engines,” Catie
said. “It’ll take us right up to the station, and it’s a lot more comfortable to ride in than the Oryxes
we use to haul cargo up.”“Welcome aboard,” the flight attendant greeted them as they walked
onto the Lynx.“This is Jennie Baker,” Samantha said. “She used her seniority to get this flight.
She’s been with MacKenzie Discoveries since we set up shop down here in the Cook
Islands.”“Hello, Jennie,” Leslie said. “So, you like going into space?”“I try to get all the Lynx
flights that take guests to the space station,” Jennie said. “I have a boyfriend who works up
there, so it doubles the time we can spend together.”“Now that’s what I call a long-distance
relationship,” Leslie said, getting a polite laugh all around.“Everyone, please take your seats,”
Jennie said. “We’ll be taxiing shortly.”“I’d like to sit up in the cockpit, if I may?” Leslie
asked.“There’s not enough room,” Catie said. “But we can give you a comm so you can hear and
see what’s going on and ask questions. It’ll record the feed so you can edit what you want out of
it.”“That sounds like fun. How do we do that?” Leslie asked.Catie handed Leslie a comm/phone
device that all Delphi citizens and MacKenzie employees used. “This is a comm; it’ll patch you
into Liz’s and my conversation, and Samantha’s,” Catie added after getting a look from



Samantha.“Like a conference call,” Leslie said.“Correct. And these are specs,” Catie said as she
handed Leslie a pair of wraparound glasses. “They will pair with your comm and give you sound,
so you don’t need an earwig. The comm will record everything you look at. Together they’re like
a HUD, a head-up display, which shows whatever you want to have quick access to. You can put
up a feed of what’s going on in the cockpit in the corner of the display, or you can set it so that it
looks like you’re right in there.”“Oh, let’s try it that way,” Leslie said.“Okay, Nattie will set you up
while we get ready to fly,” Catie said.◆ ◆ ◆“Oh my, that thing is huge,” Leslie said as the Lynx
approached the space station. “What are the dimensions?”“It is one hundred meters tall plus
another thirty meters for the docking ring, that’s the section we’re approaching with the Oryxes
docked to it,” Catie said. “The hub is two hundred meters in diameter. The first ring is five
hundred meters; the second, seven hundred fifty; and the third, one thousand meters.”“How
many people live up here?” Leslie asked.“Right now, we have about five hundred part-time
residents,” Catie answered.“Why only part-time?” Leslie asked.“There’s not much entertainment,
and a lot of people have significant others who work down in the city. We don’t expect very
many permanent residents until things are more established up here,” Samantha
explained.“How many people could live up here?” Leslie asked.“This section of the station will
eventually be able to support between fifteen to twenty thousand people. Right now, it probably
could accommodate one thousand. The final number will depend on how many children we
have and how much space gets used up by manufacturing and shops,” Catie said.“What do you
mean by this section?” Leslie asked.“We can stack four of these together to make a larger
station,” Catie said. “We’ll have to see how much space we need and how many people want to
live up here.”“Okay, and why do you say it can only accommodate one thousand now?” Leslie
asked.“It’s a long way from being finished,” Catie said. “We’ve only built out about twenty-five
percent of the inner ring, none of the middle ring, and are just starting to build out the outer
ring.”“Why are you skipping the middle ring?” Leslie asked.“We did the hub first, then the inner
ring. We attached them together and spun it up, so the ring would have the same gravity as
Earth, that’s where the residents are living now. We finished the second and third rings before
we stopped the station and attached them. We did that last month. Now we’ve spun it up, but
slower, so the outer ring has one Earth gravity. That means the other two rings have less. We
want to get everyone moved from the inner ring to the outer ring as soon as possible since the
inner ring now only has one half the gravity of Earth.”“How long will it take to finish the station?”
Leslie asked.“Months,” Catie said. “The shell was the easy part; it wasn’t very labor-intensive.
The interior work is a lot of labor. We’re building out the infrastructure at a steady pace, and
accelerating the apartments for our one thousand residents.”“Leslie, how would you like to do
the tour?” Samantha asked.“Why don’t we do the hub thing first, then we can go to the outer ring
to see how you’re doing the construction, and then maybe we can see one of the living units,”
Leslie said.It only took another ten minutes before the Lynx was docked at the station. “Why
don’t we do the spacewalk to start,” Catie suggested. “We can enter the station via the big cargo
door. That way, you get the view of the vacuum manufacturing space as well as our jet



manufacturing.”Becky had brought an underwater enclosure for her camera so that she could
use it in space. The same principle applied; the camera was enclosed in its own environment,
this time protected from vacuum instead of water. Everyone got into their exosuit, the hard-shell
part of the spacesuit. They needed the hard shell to protect them from any small meteorites or
from something tearing the shipsuits they were wearing. The shipsuits provided the pressure on
their bodies to allow them to avoid the bulky, pressurized spacesuits more commonly used by
other countries.“Nattie, why don’t you go through first, so you can catch Becky and Leslie when
they come through and tie them onto your suit,” Catie said.“We don’t get to fly around?” Leslie
asked.“You can have as much rope as you want,” Natalia said. “We just don’t want to have to
chase you down if you get confused.”They all exited through the Lynx’s airlock. Catie was the
last one through; by the time she came out, Natalia was already reeling Leslie in. “What
happened?”“Oh, she was having fun flying around, but she doesn’t know how to steer,” Natalia
said. “I let her try to figure it out on her own, but that’s not working. I disengaged her
thrusters.”“How’s the camerawoman doing?” Catie asked.“She’s taking lessons from Sam,”
Natalia said. “She seems to have it figured out. They headed over to the cargo bay.”“Wow, that
was fun,” Leslie said as Natalia finished reeling her in. “How do you steer these things?”“Your
exosuit has thrusters that are supposed to push you in the direction that you point your head and
click the green icon,” Catie said.“That’s what I thought,” Leslie said, “but when I tried to look
around, it sent me in circles.”“You must have it on auto-tracking,” Catie said. “Give me a
second . . . Yes, see the flashing red icon in your HUD?”“Yes,” Leslie said.“Focus on it and blink.
That will turn off the auto-tracking. You’re only supposed to use that when you’re in a hurry and
know exactly where you’re going,” Catie scolded.“Oh, I thought it just meant that it would
automatically take me where I wanted to go,” Leslie said.“Can’t do that if it doesn’t know where
you want to go,” Natalia muttered.Catie reached out and punched Natalia on the shoulder, not
that it would do much good. Natalia weighed in at two hundred pounds, all of it muscle.“Let’s go
on inside the station,” Catie said as she helped Leslie reengage her suit’s thrusters. After Catie
had Leslie fixed up, she led her to the hub to join Samantha and Becky.“Did you have fun flying?”
Samantha asked.“Yes, but I got confused about the controls and had to be rescued,” Leslie
said.“Been there,” Samantha replied.“This is the inside of the docking ring,” Catie explained. “It’s
an extension to the hub that allows the various spacecraft to dock with the station. It and the
inside of the hub do not rotate with the rest of the station. The station rotates around it like a big
wheel, and this is the axle.“All this space is for cargo handling,” Catie continued. “There are big
bins where we store the material or gases that we bring up to use in the manufacturing process.
You can see the seam here between the docking ring and the hub.” Catie pointed at an area with
a raised band around it. “There is a big magnetic bearing in there that isolates the hub from the
docking ring and allows the outer hub to rotate while the docking ring doesn’t so ships can dock.
Also, if some ship bumps the ring, it won’t transfer to the station.“Now this is the actual hub. Like
I said earlier, it is one hundred meters tall with a diameter of two hundred meters. It’s actually
two big shells, one inside the other. The outer shell rotates with the rest of the station, while the



inner shell doesn’t rotate. That creates the microgravity environment, and it’s where we do our
manufacturing. It’s one hundred eighty meters in diameter.”“Why so big?” Leslie asked.“The hub
is for microgravity, and we want to maximize that space,” Catie said. “We just left enough room
between the two for the transition from microgravity to the gravity side. There is a lot of low G
manufacturing space on the outer hub we expect to use. But we won’t know what we need it for
until we’ve learned a lot more.”“What do you manufacture in microgravity?” Leslie asked.“We’re
setting up an integrated circuit plant to make computer and memory chips, as well as some
other electronic circuits. We also manufacture our polyglass; think armor glass that weighs one
fifth as much. We expect to develop and discover other things that require microgravity to make.
This lower half of the hub is exposed to vacuum; all of the vacuum manufacturing space and labs
are along the side here. The space we’re in is just big enough to fit one of our Oryxes if we want
to load it quickly right where the cargo is stored for shipping. Usually, we just dock the Oryx at
the docking ring and ferry the cargo out to it.”“This is a lot of space,” Leslie said.“Yes, we’re only
using about ten percent of it right now,” Catie said, “but we expect it to be the first space that fills
up. Above us is the enclosed microgravity manufacturing plant that we manufacture the Oryxes
in.”“I thought you made those in Delphi City,” Leslie said.“We did, but we can do a better job if we
manufacture them up here,” Catie said. “The hulls of the space station and our spaceplanes
absorb energy more efficiently if we can integrate a superconductor matrix in them, and we can
only do that in microgravity. That helps on reentry for the spaceplanes. For the space station,
we collect all that energy to power everything up here.”“I thought you would be using one of your
fusion reactors up here,” Leslie said.“They’re too big,” Catie said. “And we don’t need one. Right
now, we have to beam energy off of the station because we don’t use enough.”“Why do you have
to beam it off, and how do you do that?” Leslie asked.“The energy has to go somewhere,” Catie
said. “All the solar energy that hits the station is absorbed and converted to electricity. We store
as much as we can, but anything we don’t use or can’t store gets converted into this big plasma
beam at the top of the hub. That shoots off into space where the energy dissipates into the deep
dark. We can make the hull less absorptive by managing the superconductor array that is
embedded in it. However, we don’t want the hull to get over fifty degrees C, so if we’re still not
using enough energy, we resort to the plasma beam to get rid of it.”“Isn’t that dangerous?” Leslie
asked.“We use a wide-angle beam, so the energy disperses quickly,” Catie said. “And we make
sure there isn’t anything in the beam’s path.”“Let’s go through this airlock, and we’ll show you an
Oryx being manufactured,” Catie continued. “Then, we’ll give you a tour of a couple of labs
before we go into the gravity section.”Leslie had Becky take lots of video of the Oryx being
manufactured. She loved the way the plasma torch followed the form and sprayed its layer of
polysteel onto the foam base. She carefully documented that they were using a modified version
of the C17 electronics, ordered from the American manufacturer. After failing to get Catie to
divulge any specifics about the engines, she agreed it was time to move on to the rings.“Can we
go to the third ring?” Leslie asked. “I’d like to show my viewers what it takes to build a space
station.”“Sure,” Samantha said. “This way, and we’ll go to the gravity section; then we can take



an elevator to the outer ring.”Natalia led them through the airlock and into the lab section.
“These are the microgravity labs and manufacturing spaces for smaller items,” Natalia said,
laughing at the thought that pretty much everything was smaller than an Oryx.“Can I see the
manufacturing facility for your integrated circuits?” Leslie asked.“Sure, we can show it to you
now, or on our way back to the Lynx. It’s all the way down at the other end,” Samantha
explained.“On the way back will be fine,” Leslie said.“Okay, do you want to ride the zipline down,
or take an elevator?” Samantha asked Leslie. Right then, one of the workers walked by, grabbed
a line, and pushed off the wall. The line carried him down and away, using the momentum of his
push to speed him along. He landed on the rotating floor of the hub and barely changed speeds
as he started walking. He turned and moved to the doorway on the side of the long hallway he’d
jumped into.“I think an elevator would be nice,” Leslie gulped.“You’re lucky we installed one then,”
Samantha said.“You mean you’ve done that leap?” Leslie asked.“Yes, it’s not as bad as it looks,”
Samantha said. “Some people actually show off and do it without the line.”“Crazy people, you
mean,” Leslie said.“Young people,” Samantha countered.“How does this elevator work?” Leslie
asked. Becky kept the camera rolling, but nodded her head aggressively to show she would like
to know also.“There are elevator slots along that wall,” Catie said, pointing to the wall opposite
the one the worker had gone into. “They’re curved so that the slot accelerates the elevator car
gradually as it goes down. When you get to the bottom, you’re going the same speed as the
floor, so you don’t stumble. At that point things should feel normal.”“If you say so,” Leslie said.
“You have tested this, right?”“Hundreds of times,” Catie said.“How do you get back up?” Leslie
asked.“The elevator slides over beneath a slot that curves the opposite way. You get pulled up,
and the slot lets you slow down as you rise. By the time you get to the top, it’s not moving, and
the elevator pops out. There’s a small jolt at the start and stop, but not much worse than you get
in some skyscrapers,” Catie said. “It’s all magnetically coupled, so no wires to get tangled.”“That
was easy,” Leslie said as the elevator came to a stop. “And it’s nice to be able to tell which way is
up.”“This is twenty percent of Earth’s gravity,” Catie said. “You need to be careful, it’s a bit
awkward walking. You kind of bounce a bit. So, take small steps. We’re only a little way from the
ring elevator.”Catie led them down the hallway to another set of elevators, “These only go to the
rings, so only four stops, this one and one for each ring.”“Okay, so what should we expect?”
Leslie asked.“You’re going to feel heavier as we move outward. When we stop, you’ll feel the
same as you do on Earth,” Catie said.“No funny stepping or bouncing?” Leslie asked.“There is a
difference, but you probably won’t notice. It’s really only apparent when you’re running,” Catie
said. “Here we go.” Catie pushed the button, and the elevator took them down to the third
ring.“Well, that’s the fastest I’ve ever gained weight,” Leslie said as the elevator came to a
stop.“Don’t worry, you’ll lose it all on the way back up to the hub,” Samantha said.“Be careful,”
Catie said as they stepped from the elevator. “We have to take a few steps down to the floor.
This will be the subbasement where all the utilities will be. There’s no real floor, just the inside of
the station’s hull. Step over this beam, and we can take the golf cart to where the guys are
working.”“This place is huge,” Leslie said as she followed Catie. “Why is it so empty?”“We’re just



now putting in the hull reinforcing beams,” Catie explained. “Once they finish that, they’ll start
putting the frame and decking in for the floors.”“How many floors is it going to have?” Leslie
asked.“It will have six and a half floors plus the subbasement,” Catie answered. “We say the top
floor is half a floor because only half of it is really usable due to the hull curvature.”“Just seven
floors?” Leslie wondered as she looked up at the ceiling.“It’s thirty meters to the ceiling; the
floors are four meters each, but that includes the subfloor where the utilities run, so when it’s
finished you have ten-foot ceilings in the living space,” Catie explained.“Wow, that’s better than
my apartment,” Becky said.“Because people will already feel claustrophobic up here, we’re
making the space big, so they’ll feel less confined. It should lead to better mental health,”
Samantha explained.“Hold on, we have to go over a beam,” Catie said. Then she drove the golf
cart up and over a beam using a set of ramps the workers had placed for that purpose. Then a
few meters farther along, she drove over a second beam.“That was fun,” Samantha said. “A little
roller coaster ride thrown in for free.”“I’m glad you liked it,” Catie said. “We have two more sets
before we get there.”Soon they came to the construction area. Two people were working on
some scaffolding while a plasma torch device was crawling along the floor, extruding a
beam.Samantha stepped out of the cart and walked over to the crew while Catie and Natalia
helped Becky and Leslie get out.“I think you’ve already told me, but how wide is this thing?”
Leslie asked.“It’s fifty meters wide,” Catie said. “It’s an ellipsoid, which gives it a lot of strength,
but causes a few problems since everything is curved.”Samantha came back, leading one of the
construction workers. “Everybody, this is Nolan Bishop, the foreman for the construction going
on here.”“Hello, ladies,” Nolan said. “A safety tip before we start: your specs will automatically
adjust to the plasma beam’s brightness to protect your eyes. But be careful, they take some time
to adjust back, so you’ll be blind for a second when you turn away from the beam.”“Thank you,”
Leslie said as she shook Nolan’s hand. “Can you explain to everyone what you’re doing
here?”“Sure can,” Nolan said. “Essentially, we’re putting in the station’s ribs. The hull is
extremely strong, but we’re adding these ribs to strengthen it and to provide something to hook
onto when we start building the units.”“Why are these spaced so much closer than the last ones
we went over?” Leslie asked.“Let me explain how we did all this, then it will make sense,” Nolan
said. “First thing we did was make the hull, it’s a huge donut. It was made in four sections at the
same time. When one section was finishing, it kinda joined right into the other section, so we
had a complete donut when it was all over.”“I see,” Leslie said. “That must have been quite an
undertaking.”“Yep, it took a whole month to make the entire donut,” Nolan said.“It only took one
month to make this whole thing? That’s unbelievable!” Leslie exclaimed.“It kinda is, isn’t it?”
Nolan said. “Some real smart person figured out we could go faster if we extruded it. Made
everything we’re doing go quicker.” Nolan looked at Catie as he said that since he knew that
extruding the hull had been her idea.“Extrude?” Leslie questioned.“Here, let me show you,”
Nolan said. “This here machine is extruding the beam; it’s a bit backward since the machine is
moving instead of the beam, but it’s the same thing. It forms a little bit of the beam, then moves
along, forming more as it goes; the form only allows the polysteel to be deposited inside it, so



you get the beam coming out all finished. We have to put these disks into the machine so that
the beam has holes in it; that actually makes the beam stronger, and uses less material. This
machine is going to crawl along the hull here, following these frames put here to guide it. It’ll
keep going up following the curve of the hull until it gets to that beam on the roof way up
there.”“I’ll take your word for it,” Leslie said. “We can’t see it from here.”“Oh, it’s there alright,”
Nolan said. “That was a lot of work to put that one in. We had to build scaffolding all along the
way. And we had to stay in front of that little extrusion bot. The team that made the bot stop had
to buy dinner for the entire crew, besides having to do all the work to get the bot started up
again.”“Does that mean it never stopped?” Leslie asked.“Darn right it never stopped,” Nolan
said. “We got to practice on the one we put on the floor here first, so we knew what to do. We
just had to do it upside down and thirty meters over our heads,” he said with a laugh.“How long
did that take?” Leslie asked.“It took one day to set up, and then we had twenty-one days of that
little bot chasing us around the ring before it joined the start of the beam. Then we had to do it
again up there,” Nolan said. “It sure was exciting.”“Again, only twenty-one days?” Leslie
asked.“We had crews working twenty-four hours a day,” Nolan said. “Had to keep that bot fed
and running the whole time. It seems like a long time when you’re doing it. That thing crawls
along real slow. Of course, once it got going, we got right to work behind it, putting up the
scaffolding for the ceiling beam. And once we had the ceiling beam going, we went right behind
it, taking down the scaffolding. And we even put in those ribs you saw. One set at each of the
spokes that attach the ring to the station, which is what you passed over on the way here.”“That
does sound like a lot of work,” Leslie said. “So, you were extruding the ceiling beam while you
were still extruding the floor beam?”“Yep, and by the end, we were adding ribs while they were
both still being formed,” Nolan said. He was obviously proud of the work his team had done.
“We got the whole thing done in one month, and I won a bet with the crew; they had to buy me a
steak dinner.”“Well, I would have thought your boss would have bought you a steak dinner,”
Leslie said.“Oh, he buys me a steak dinner every week,” Nolan said. “Yep, the whole crew gets a
steak dinner any week we go without an accident.”“Doesn’t that encourage you guys to cover up
any accidents?” Leslie asked.“Nope, can’t do it,” Nolan said, pointing to his specs. “These
record everything, so the crew focuses on being extra careful, don’t we, Val?” he asked the
second member of his crew as she walked over to the group.“We sure do,” she said. “We like
those steak dinners, and the boss buys real nice wines to go with them, too.”“Hello,” Leslie said.
“How long have you been working with the crew here?”“I started back at the beginning with
Nolan,” Val said. “We worked on the city, and then the airport. Couldn’t believe it when they
asked us if we were willing to work up here in space.”“After you finish this, what’s next?” Leslie
asked.“Well, once we finish putting in all these ribs, we’ll come back and put the decking down
on top of them. Then we’ll just start building like you would on the ground. We try to do
everything balanced, so whatever we do on one side of the ring, we have to do on the opposite
side,” Nolan said. “Right now, there’s a team working directly opposite us doing the same thing
we are. That way, the station is always balanced.”“I think we’ve learned enough about



construction,” Leslie said. “Now, you were going to show us one of the completed units where
people live.”◆ ◆ ◆“This is Liz’s and my cabin,” Catie said as they arrived at their door.“You share
a cabin?” Leslie asked.“Yes, we require everyone to share a cabin,” Catie replied.“Even the Heir
to the Realm?” Leslie joked.“I tried that on Daddy,” Catie said as she opened the door and
motioned for everyone to enter. “He told me we have to set an example.”“So even he shares a
cabin?” Leslie asked.“Yes, no exceptions,” Catie said. “Of course, right now with people working
both here and in Delphi City, you get the cabin to yourself a lot of the time.”“This is a nice
apartment,” Leslie said. “A nice sectional sofa, a huge TV display. And I assume those are also
displays?” Leslie asked as she pointed to the two window-looking displays.“Of course,” Catie
said. “That one shows the beach on Manuae, and the other one shows the reef that is just
offshore.”“Okay, so this is where you hang out,” Leslie said. “And this would be your dining area,
a simple table and four chairs. My, that is an amazing kitchen. Can you describe the
appliances?”“We have an induction cooktop; we discourage any fire hazards, so only induction
cooking. This is a GE Advantium oven; it’s a combo microwave, halogen, and convection oven.
And that is a regular oven. We have a warming drawer, a refrigerator, and a separate freezer;
double sinks for washing up, and a small dishwasher,” Catie explained.“Do you cook?” Leslie
asked.“I’m learning. Liz is a good cook, and between her, my mother, and Sam, I’m learning,”
Catie said. “But honestly, we eat out most of the time.”“Why aren’t you living with your father?”
Leslie asked.“He’s right next door, so I pretty much am,” Catie said.“Convenient,” Leslie said.
“Can you describe the floor?”“It’s polysteel covered with a very thin layer of non-slip tile. We
make the tile up here,” Catie said.“What about this rug?” Leslie asked.“That is a Persian carpet,”
Catie said. “I brought it up on one of the early flights. Back then, we were making so many
flights up that it was almost free to ship the weight up here.”“This is my bedroom,” Catie said as
she opened a door on one side of the dining area.“Where do you sleep?” Leslie asked.“Oh, all
the units have Murphy Beds,” Catie said. “The table here in the middle collapses down to the
floor, and the bed folds down—a more efficient use of space. That’s my desk along the wall. I
don’t keep a separate office up here like I have in Delphi City.”“Why would you need an office?”
Leslie asked. “If I recall right, you’re fourteen.”“Yes, but I have school work, I do lots of design
projects for MacKenzie Discoveries, and I have meetings with the people who are working on
projects that I manage,” Catie said. “We have a shared office near Daddy’s office. You can just
reserve it when you want to hold a meeting.”“Your bedroom is nice; it has a private bath. A
Persian rug for the floor in here, as well,” Leslie said. “I assume that’s Ms. Farmer’s room across
the dining room.”“Yes,” Catie said.“A powder room, laundry, and what’s this?” Leslie
asked.“Storage,” Catie said.Leslie opened the door to the storage; it was actually a flex room, but
Catie had commandeered it for storage. “What are these?” Leslie asked.“Persian rugs,” Catie
said. “I figured I might as well bring up as many as I could when the cargo was almost free; that
way, I can give them to my friends who can’t afford the weight allowance.”“You’re going to have
lots of friends,” Leslie said. “So, how big is this cabin?”“Most of the cabins are two-bedroom
units, and they are one hundred four square meters, that’s a bit over eleven hundred square



feet,” Catie said. “The three-bedroom units are one hundred sixty square meters or seventeen
hundred square feet.”“This one is bigger than my apartment,” Becky said.“We spend a lot of time
in our cabins,” Catie said. “We don’t want people to get claustrophobic.”“I guess not. You have
nice tall ceilings,” Leslie said.“Yes, they’re three meters, that’s just under ten feet,” Catie
said.“Okay, I guess we’re done here,” Leslie said. “A quick stop at the manufacturing facilities on
our way out.”“Sure, then we’ll take you home,” Catie said.Chapter 4Humble Pie“Catie, we’ve got
a new class of pilots moving from simulator to real Foxes. Are you coming to the ceremony?”
Blake asked.“You want me to?” Catie answered.“We’ve got an especially needy candidate in this
class,” Blake said. “I think he could use your help.”“When is it?”“Tomorrow morning at oh-nine-
hundred, airport flight hangar as usual.”
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Mvargus, “And we have a conclusion. I'm not going to write a long review. I've enjoyed this series
except for the fact that this writer has a very upside-down view of how the US government works
and has said government doing things that would have the media and voters in a huge uproar.
Beyond that you have a fun story with engaging characters bringing the first arc to a conclusion.I
will say that this author needs to hard stop here in my opinion. While I'm sure he's thinking of
continuing the plot he doesn't have any good challenges for his heroes at this point without
violating the canon he established in earlier books.”

John LuValle, “Great tale!. The Delphi stories continue to be good combination of plausible
technology, suspense, exciting action, good characterization, and all too believable international
politics. I’m looking forward to the next book in the series. Recommended”

Andy McKinney, “Better than the last one. We get a nice balance here. We get some good
space fights with a new idea or two, which is always a challenge. It is hard to come up with new
stuff. I like how the whole alien invasion thing is handled here. The Tarries (us) take pains to be
humane rather than to simply obliterate the opposition. That is a rareity. The pattern set in the
previous books continues. The pivotal character is a 13-year-old girl who implausibly bulls her
way into very dangerous and adult-level situations. I guess if we can accept an alien invasion we
should be able to adjust to a very smart girl leading the way for mankind. We have echoes of
Heinlein's cognitive spaceship here, but it is a common theme these days. I don't like the US
president as a character. I think he is too stupid and emotional to have gotten into office. Aside
from that and the very rapid production rate of new tech gear, I am good with the story. And Yes,
I have already ordered the next volume.”

Griffin 941, “Got Me!. Very well thought out series, with relevant political intrigues, lots of action,
and an ideal utopian concept. Characters are well developed, both the villains and protagonists,
one of whom is a teenage genius. Her adolescent issues are well incorporated, and endearing.
Very interesting and worthy series!”

Audrey Van Tassell, “If you want a book that you would let your teens read this is it.. I like the
action, the science fiction, the family feel and the writing style. There is no explicit sex, no
obscenities and that made this book a keeper. The story was fast paced and stayed up several
nights to complete all 5 books. Can't wait for the next. If you liked Robert Heinlein junior sci-fi,
Anne McCaffery, and Andre Norton books, you will like these.”

Densable, “Actually - This Covers All Five. I couldn't stop long enough to rate anything until I got
to the temporary end. In a way, thses remind me of the Tom Swift (Jr.) novels that I used to sneak
into grade school. Sooo much fun. Thank you very much!!!I usually say that story lines should



end after the third or fourth cover, but I will read these as long as you keep them coming.”

readsalot, “This author's writing is getting much better and was good to begin with.. Exciting and
very captivating, I read 8 books by this author with just 2 books (from totally different genres)
between, binge reading at it's best. Enjoyed the tech solutions, always pulled out of a hat at the
last minute. The space battles were at least 3d +. Somethings that were not explored but could
have been are; space vacuum technologies, the stability of large masses of liquids (such as
water) in space, techniques needing a quiet electromagnetic spectrum, maybe the vast
distances available in space might allow really huge cyclotrons or some such. Thought
provoking.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great read. The series gets better with each release the story has great
pace to it the characters are believable and the universe the author has created expands with
every new book can not wait for next release !”

juli, “Excellent storytelling. Absolutely brilliant!! More!!”

D.M.C., “Oh oh !. Cat gets suspicious of the meteorite coming to earth because it is from the
exact direction of the Paraxeuan home-world. So they send out a modified mini asteroid to
observe what is behind it. A Paraxeuan invasion fleet and the meteorite filled with colonists
about 1,5 million of their people.Marc decide to go public with this by the UN and surprisingly the
American president supports it immediately. Not without his small minded and degenerative
agenda which is quickly neutralized.A couple of weeks later a glorious space battle ensues…
Thanks for the great Farscape and for kindle unlimited availability!Ta-ta!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Great series but this one marred by a plot error. I really like the series,
and the author's other writings. I bought this one, and I buy few.I was waiting impatiently for this
one, hoping the author would hurry with it.Seems like the author hurried a bit too much
sadly.There is a significant scene missing, and a major inconsistency.The existence of an alien
ship has always been incredibly closely held, to the point where a number of high ranking folk
were told they did not have need to know and kinda resented it-Chapter 8'“We need to talk about
it in a private session,” Catie said. Nikola, Fred, and Admiral Michaels frowned at that since they
were not part of the inner circle.'The inner circle has always been those aware of the whole story
involving contact with the aliens, and their existence.Then a few chapters later, without any
scene to explain it, Admiral seems to know about the aliens, certainly not showing any surprise
even later when they invade-Chapter 15“Blake, Sam, Admiral Michaels, my office please,” Marc
said into his comm.......... “We should send a mission to see what’s up with the asteroid,” Blake
said. “It should be obvious if it’s being controlled by Paraxea.”I would really like to see the scene
where the Admiral learns of a hostile alien threat, and presumably reacts at least a little.Still
hoping to see that sometime.I guess even the best author makes mistakes, but it makes me a



little sad.”

Ingo Michehl, M.Ed., “Yes!!! We’ve made it to a type 2 civilization. ..with a little help. Google type
2 civilization and Michio Kaku and you’ll know what I mean. As an all seasons Star Trek fan I
totally dig this series as will you I’m sure. Epic!”
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